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MSWC minutes held on 9th May 2021  

(online through Zoom platform) 

 
MSWC Members present: 

1. Vivek Gupta (Convener) 

2. Ravi Kumar (Account secretary) 

3. Vineeth V (Games and Cultural secretary) 

4. Sourabh Borchate (Maintenance secretary(civil)) 

5. Ankur Dwivedi (Garden Secretary) 

6. Sanjay (Block representative) 

 

Absent MSWC Members: 

1. Amit Chaudhary (Maintenance (electrical)) 

 

GB Members: 

None 

 

The following issues were discussed in MSWC meeting held on 9th May 2021, 5:30 PM: 

 

1. Ratification of the previous minutes:  The previous minutes hasn’t been ratified yet. This 

point is carried forward to next meeting. 

 

2. Regarding RO plant:  MSWC has noticed the existing RO capacity for OLD SBRA is 

not justified as per the required demand. The committee has finalized an additional RO 

unit for Old SBRA (50 Lt/hr) and the renewal of AMC for two existing ROs (40 Lt/hr).  

 

Similarly, for New SBRA, the AMC contract renewal has been approved for existing two 

ROs for one year. 

 

Demand: For Old SBRA (Nearly 140 houses + GH + Other consumption etc.) 

                For New SBRA (For 60 houses) 

 

 

a. AMC for existing all ROs : APPROVED  

b. Adding an extra RO unit in OLD SBRA: Additional Aquaguard Reviva RO has 

been approved 

c. Maintenance of RO plant common area from IWD: Committee has observed the 

need for maintenance of existing RO area. The request with IWD would be initiated, 

when the situation gets normal. 
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3. Proposal of Time Slots for some common facilities like RO and Vegetables: In order to 

address the issues like overcrowding and social distancing. 

The committee has proposed for introducing the Time slots for availing the common 

facilities like RO and buying vegetables. (This would be implemented temporary basis due 

to covid situation) 

 

4. Vegetable seller: The committee encourages the sellers for practices such as online selling 

of vegetables, update the prices through WhatsApp status, receiving orders through phone 

calls/WhatsApp if possible, for him.  

a. Other agenda is proposed by Warden sir is the vegetable sellers are not paying any 

rent on holding the license/renewal and this license is subjected to a roving hand craft 

not like static shop. In turn their pricing varies too much from the other veg. suppliers 

in the campus.  

Committee would warn them first and encourage them to do roving practice while 

selling, this would avoid the crowding at one place. 

 

 

5. Delivery persons of online services issues: It is being observed that some delivery guys 

are not following the covid safety guidelines while delivering door-to-door orders. For 

that, the control room will be informed to overview the situation. In addition to the mask, 

helmets would also be recommended. 

 

6. In request of resident Z 18 regarding the problem of dogs. They climb upstairs at night 

and bark on floors. This disturbs sleep of residents. 

 

The committee finds the door proposal at the entry of upstairs is good but still a matter of 

further discussion with IWD, which is possible only if the covid situation gets normal. 

This matter would be further discussed in upcoming MSWC meetings at a suitable period. 

 

 

 


